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Chapter 5: Mass, 
Temperature, and Volume

We will look at further 
conversions between the 
metric and imperial systems 
in this chapter and learn how 
to apply them to real life 
situations.

Chapter 5 Project  "More than just π..."
  self selected groups of 4 students.
  meal must have an appetizer, main course and desert.
  we will randomly draw a country to decide the theme of the menu as
   well as the featured measurement system.
  two tables must be submitted... 1) conversion table with home country
   measurements along corresponding measurements in the other 
   system and 2) a shopping list with required amounts.
  we will be use proportions so that we serve a group of 8.
  must present a menu with pictures along with a recipe booklet.
  work on the project will be ongoing throughout the chapter.
  the presentation will be at the end of the chapter.

Geo_Mea_Fin 10  Chp. 5 Conversion Table.docx

Geo_Mea_Fin 10  Chp. 5 Judging Criteria.docx

Geo_Mea_Fin 10  Chp. 5 Project Checklist.docx

Geo_Mea_Fin 10  Chp. 5 Shopping List.docx

Temperature

Have you ever noticed how cooking temperatures for most frozen 
meals are given in °F yet we measure the outside temperature in °C? 
How do we compare the temperatures in these two systems of 
measurement? 

5.1  Temperature Conversions
• Read Math on the Job p. 188

FACTS...

  most North Americans use cooking temperatures in Fahrenheit.
  stoves and recipes are usually in oF.
  SI system came into play in 1970's...before that was Fahrenheit only.

Degrees in Fahrenheit versus Degrees in Celsius
ACTIVITY 5.1 p. 189

oF

oC

• Can we develop an equation to model the relationship?
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COMPARISONS...

Conversions
Convert from oF into oC... Convert from oC into oF...

Let's rearrange to get the formula!

Formula??? 

Roots of Temperature

Daniel Gabriel Fahrenheit
(1686  1736)

Fahrenheit Scale 
1714

Celsius Scale
1742

Anders Celsius
(1701  1744)

Galileo
Thermoscope

1592

Galileo Galilei
(1564 1642)

Activity 5.1 on Page 189

Working in partners you will 
complete questions 1, 3, 5, 
and 6 on page 189. You will 
have 30 minutes to complete 
this and pass it in. All 
questions can be completed on 
graph paper as well.

350℉ Standard cooking temperature
100℃ Water boils

98.6℉ Normal body temperature
Room temperature20℃

170℉ Well done steak

0℃ Water freezes
School closures40℃

196℃ Boiling point of nitrogen

Worksheet  EXTRA Practice Converting Temperatures.docx

http://www.howstuffworks.com/question663.htm
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Converting Temperatures in °Celsius to °Fahrenheit and vice versa! 

Formula for converting °C to °F:

°C = 5/9 * (°F - 32)

Formula for converting °F to °C:

°F = 9/5 * °C + 32

TEXT p. 193 # 1  6

HOMEWORK...

5.1 Worksheet  Temperature Conversions.docx

NEED ANSWERS???
Section 5.1 Detailed Solutions.pdf
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Worksheet  Converting Temperatures.docx

EXTRA PRACTICE???

Worksheet  Converting Temperatures.pdf

WARMUP...

Chinook winds are known to cause great changes in temperature over a short period of time.  
The most extreme temperature change in a 24hour period occurred in Loma, Montana, on 
January 17, 1972.  The temperature rose from 54 ℉ to 49 ℉.

a)  What was the change in temperature in degrees Fahrenheit?

b)  What was the maximum/minimum temperatures in degrees 
     Celsius?

c)  What was the change in temperature in degrees Celsius?

A Chinook wind ia a 
warm, dry wind that 
blows east of the 
Rocky Moutains, often 
causing significant 
temperature 
increases in a short 
time in winter. 

103℉

Min:  -47.8℃
Max:  9.4℃

57.2℃

Solution? 

Solution? 

Solution? 

5.2 Mass in the Imperial System
•   Mass  a measure of the quantity of matter in an object.
  "the amount of stuff".
  in an imperial system the 'slug' is a measure of mass.
 * use of the pound is commonly used as a measure of mass.

•   Weight  a measure of the force of gravity on an object.
    in an imperial system the pound is a measure of weight.

16 ounces (oz) = 1 pound (lb) 
          1 ton (tn) = 2000 pounds (lb)

1 oz  a slice of bread
1 lb  football
1 tn  an adult bison

***  Compared to the SI system...

1 lb = 0.453 592 37 kg     OR     1 kg = 2.2 lbs

Mass vs. Weight

Mass - a measure of the quantity of 
matter in an object.

Weight - a measure of the force of 
gravity on an object.

So does this mean your mass changes 
when you travel to the moon or does 
your weight change?
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What does a scale measure?

I wonder who weighs 170lbs?

WEIGHT

Mr. Savage???

Who 
Am I? 

Let's help Pierre with Math on the Job... p. 196
•   Calculate the square footage...

  Calculate how many pounds of sand...

Pierre will need...  5200 lbs

Conversions Between Imperial Mass Units

16 oz  =  1 lb

1 tn  =  2000 lbs

Try these conversions:

250 oz  =   ______ lbs
75 lbs  =  ______ oz
750 lbs  =  _______ tn
4 tn  =  ______ lbs

15.63
1200

0.38
8000

48 ounces = _________ pounds
4 pounds = _________ ounces
1.5 pounds = _________ ounces
2 tons = _________ pounds
6000 pounds = _________ tons
80 ounces = _________ pounds
8 pounds = _________ ounces
1.5 tons = _________ pounds
64 ounces = _________ pounds

EXERCISE:  Copy and Complete the following Conversions!

16 ounces (oz) = 1 pound (lb) 
          1 ton (tn) = 2000 pounds (lb)
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***  Compared to the SI system...

1 lb = 0.453 592 37 kg     OR     1 kg = 2.2 lbs

Conversions Between Imperial Mass Units

16 oz  =  1 lb

1 tn  =  2000 lbs

EXAMPLE 1:

Kelly needs 1 pound 2 ounces of Gruyere cheese, 12 ounces of cheddar cheese, and 
11 ounces of Swiss cheese for a fondue recipe.  How many pounds of cheese does 
she need in all?

Solution is... 2 lb 9 oz

EXAMPLE 2:

The cab of Andy's semitrailer weighs 8.7 tons and the trailer weighs 6.4 tons.  If the 
loaded gross weight of the truck is 21.3 tons, what is the weight of load in...
a)  tons?
b)  pounds?

Solutions are... a) 6.2 tons & b) 12 400 lbs

EXAMPLE 3:

A 12ounce can of vegetables costs $1.49.  A 1 lb 2oz can of the same vegetables 
costs $2.19.  Which is a better buy?

Solution is... 1 lb 2oz  ($0.1217/oz)

??? 

HOMEWORK...

p. 201 #1 - 5

5.2 Worksheet  Mass in an Imperial System.docx
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NEED ANSWERS???
Section 5.2 Detailed Solutions.pdf

Chapter 5.2  Mass in an Imperial System

Homework Questions???

EXTRA PRACTICE???

Converting weights in an imperial system

Chapter 5 Project...page 211
•   group members, homeland country.

•   research into system of measurement in homeland country

•   menu/recipes for appetizer, main course and desert.

•   conversion tables...

Geo_Mea_Fin 10  Chp. 5 Project Checklist.docx

Geo_Mea_Fin 10  Chp. 5 Conversion Table.docx

Geo_Mea_Fin 10  Chp. 5 Shopping List.docx

5.3 Mass in the Systeme International
•   Mass  a measure of the quantity of matter in an object.
  "the amount of stuff".
  in the SI system the kilogram is the measure of mass.
 * use of the pound is commonly used as a measure of mass.

•   Weight  a measure of the force of gravity on an object.
    in the SI system the Newton is the measure of weight.

NOTES:

-  'kg' is the mass of one litre of water at 4℃
-  a tonne (t) IS NOT THE SAME as a ton (tn).
-  a tonne is often referred to as a 'metric ton'.

Complete Activity 5.5 on p. 205

Math on the Job...  p. 204
What is the total cost to ship her envelopes???
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EXAMPLE 1:  

A recipe for cornbread calls for 120 g of flour, 170 g of cornmeal, and 50 g 
of sugar.  If you want to double the recipe, what is the total weight of the 
dry ingredients? Solution is... 680 g

Remember...  1 kg = 2.2 lbs

EXAMPLE 2:  

Mrs. MacAllister is baking apple pies.  According to her recipe, she needs 
6 pounds of apples.  The bag of apples she bought only shows the weight in 
kilograms.  Can you help her out???

Solution is... 2.7 kg

NOTE:  To estimate a 
conversion from pounds to 
kilograms you can think of a 
pound being about 1/2 kg.

EXAMPLE 3:  

The cost of bananas at the Irving is $0.49/lb, but you see an advertisement 
for bananas on sale at Sobey's for $1.03/kg.  Which is a better buy?

Solution is... Sobey's 

Work on these...
5.3 Worksheet  Mass in a SI System.docx

Remember...
SI (metric)...

1 g = 1000 mg
1 kg = 1000 g
1 t = 1000 kg

Imperial...

1 lb = 16 oz
1 tn = 2000 lb

1 kg = 2.2 lbs

Worksheet  Converting Imp_Metric Masses.pdf
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SOLUTIONS... Section 5.3  Mass in a SI System

HOMEWORK QUESTIONS???

HOMEWORK...
p. 209 #1  7

NEED ANSWERS???
Section 5.3 Detailed Solutions.pdf

Making Conversions
During class today you will learn how to convert a unit of volume to a 
unit of weight.
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From your textbook... Page 212.  Read "Math on the Job". Once you reach 
the bottom portion attempt to answer the questions about bushels of barley. 

• Bushel:    is a measurement of volume (equal to about 2220 in3)
  abbreviated as 'bu'

Question a) Note the conversion factor for 
converting bushels of barley to metric 
tonnes is 45.9. Also, be aware of the 
difference in weight between a loaded truck 
and an empty truck.

Question b) Use your answer from (a) to 
determine the correct price.

Math on the Job Solution

a) Calculate the weight of the barley 
       12,100 kg - 5,500 kg = 6,550 kg
Convert kg to tonnes
        6550 kg / 1000 kg/t  =  6.55 t
Convert tonnes to bushels
       6.55 t X 45.9 bu/t  =  300.65 bu (rounded off)

About 301 bushels were loaded onto the truck.

b) 300.65 bu X $3.59/bu  =  $1079.33   

One More Example...

How many bushels (bu) of flax seed are there in 2.4 tonnes, if the 
conversion factor is 39.368 bushels/tonne?

Solution:

2.4 t X 39.368 bu/t  =  94.5 bu

Try this one!
Laila bought 5 bushels of sunflower seeds. If the conversion is      73.487 
bu/t, what is the weight of sunflower seeds:

a) in kilograms?
b) in pounds?

Remember:  1000 kg = 1 t
                   1 kg = 2.2 lbs

a) 67.9 kg
b) 149 lbs
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1 oz = 28.4 g

How many ounces are in a gram...  
The conversion factor!

??? 

EXERCISE:  Convert the following...

a)  56 g = _____ oz

b)  120 lbs = ______ kg

c)  34 oz = ______ g

1.97

54.55

965.6

EXAMPLE #1...

The conversion factor for white beans is 36.744 bu/t, and for corn it
 is 39.368 bu/t. Which weighs more per unit volume?

White Beans

What does a conversion factor tell you???
EXAMPLE #2

Alphonse is making chicken kebabs for 14 people. His recipe suggests 
about 7 oz of chicken per person. At the grocery store, the weight of the 
chicken is labelled in kilograms. How much chicken does Alphonse need to 
buy? Remember: 1 kg = 2.2 lbs

                    1 oz = 28.4 g
               

2.8 kg

Homework:

Worksheet  Converting Weights.docx
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EXAMPLE #3:

A crane can lift a maximum of 5 t. Sandstone weighs about 150 lb per cubic 
foot, and a container contains 70 cubic feet of sandstone. Can the crane be 
used to load the container onto a train?

4.8 t so yes

EXAMPLE #4:

Josephine is sending a gift of a bottle of maple syrup that weighs 3 lb, and 
3 packages of smoked salmon that each weigh 100 g.  If the package's 
total weight is less than 2 kg, she can ship it at a cheaper rate.  Will she be 
able to do so?

1.7 kg so yes

Homework:

Page 215: Questions 1  7 

Note:  #4... 1 L of water = 1 kg

In groups of two...  complete #8 and pass in ONE solution on looseleaf.
(Due on ____________________)

Chp 5.4  Extend Your Thinking #8 p. 217 Solutions.docx

Section 5.4 Detailed Solutions.pdf

Need Answers???

Geo_Mea_Fin 10  Chp. 5 Judging Criteria.docx

PRESENTATION DATE:  ________________________
*order will be drawn that day

PRESENTATION CRITERIA:
  can be of any form...   video/powerpoint/SMART Notebook/poster/drama/etc...
  looking at a 2 to 3 minute advertisement of your "award winning meal".
  be sure to include some information on your country and meal theme.

COMPONENTS TO BE PASSED IN:    completed checklist
          (after the presentation)   menu
  recipe booklet
  conversion table
  shopping list

EVALUATION:   presentation
  required components
  self reflection
  judging criteria
*  Bonus:  most creative group name!

*  The judge(s) will decide upon the most appealing meal and members of that group are 
   asked to bring in sample(s) to share with their classmates.
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Conversions...  Mass <> Volume

http://www.convertme.com/en/convert/weight2volume

http://www.onlineconversion.com/weight_volume_cooking.htm

  materials have different conversion factors due to their density.
  we will have to use technology to help us out...

EXTRA PRACTICE???

5.4  Practice Problems.doc

Geo_Mea_Fin 10  Conversion Tables and Formula Sheet (Chp4_5).docx

Chapter 5 Sample Test.pdf

READY FOR THE TEST ON... FRIDAY!!!

p. 219 Practise Your New Skills...  #1  10
Chapter 5 Mass, Temperature, and Volume, Practice Your New Skills.pdf

(SOLUTIONS)

*** Corrections...

Mass vs. Weight
Mass - a measure of the quantity of matter in an object.
Weight - a measure of the force of gravity on an object.

Temperature
Fahrenheit to Celsius                     Celsius to Fahrenheit

SI system:    1000mg= 1g Imperial: 16oz = 1 lb
1000g = 1kg 2000 lbs = 1 ton
1000kg = 1 t

tonne  t
ton  tn

1 kg = 2.2 lbs

Bushel: 
  is a measurement of volume (equal to about 2220 in3)
  abbreviated as 'bu'

1 L of water = 1 kg 1 oz = 28.4 g

Review - Chapter 5

http://www.convert-me.com/en/convert/weight2volume
http://www.onlineconversion.com/weight_volume_cooking.htm
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Chapter Project—Conversion Table



Name: ______________________________ Date:_______________________________
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SMART Notebook


Geometry, Measurement & Finance 10

Chapter Project—Group Member Assessment



Name: ______________________________ Date:_______________________________



Partner’s/group members’ names:						



To evaluate how well you did on your project, you will want to consider the following:

• the accuracy of your calculations and the completeness of your work;

• the effectiveness of your use of technology for organizing your project and for creating your final presentation;

• the creativity you brought to planning and creating the menu and recipe booklet;

• your completion of all the assigned tasks on time; and

• your contributions to the group.



How do you feel you have done, given the criteria above?																																									

Were you able to complete all aspects of the project? If not, why not? Did you allot your time effectively?																																															

In what areas did you excel?																																													

Are there areas in which you could improve?																																											

What strengths did each person in your group bring to the project?																																								

If you had to do the project over again, what would you do differently?																																							
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SMART Notebook


Geometry, Measurement & Finance 10

Chapter Project—Judging Criteria



Name: ______________________________ Date:_______________________________



Group Name:											



Circle either yes or no or rate the presentation for each of the following criteria.



1. Does the presentation include all of the required elements? 		1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10



• A menu with the name and a brief description of each dish? 		YES / NO



• A recipe for each dish? 						YES / NO



• Converted amounts for all the ingredients in each recipe? 		YES / NO



• A conversion table? 							YES / NO



• A shopping list? 							YES / NO



2. Does the menu feature the two theme ingredients? 				YES / NO



3. Is the menu appealing? Do the dishes complement each other? 

Are they creative? 							1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10



4. Are the menu and recipe booklet attractively presented?

Are they easy to read? Are they visually appealing? Is the design of 

the presentation consistent? Is the presentation neat and clear?	1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10	



	

Based on the above criteria, give the overall presentation a rating out of 10, 10 being exceptional.

1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10
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1. Does the presentation include all of the required elements? 


 


 


1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10


 


 


• 


A menu with the name and a brief description of each dish? 


 


 


YES / NO


 


 


• 


A recipe for each dish? 


 


 


 


 


 


 


YES / NO


 


 


• 


Converted amounts for all the ingredients in each re


cipe? 


 


 


YES / NO


 


 


• 


A conversion table? 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


YES / NO


 


 


• 


A shopping list? 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


YES / NO


 


 


2. Does the menu feature the two theme ingredients? 


 


 


 


 


YES / NO


 


 


3. Is the menu appealing? Do the dishes complement each other? 


 


Are they creative? 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


1 2 3 4


 


5 6 7 8 9 10


 


 


4. Are the menu and recipe booklet attractively presented?


 


Are they easy to read? Are they visually appealing? Is the design of 


 


the presentation consistent? Is the presentation neat and clear?


 


1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10


 


 


 


 


 


Based on the above cri


teria, give the overall presentation a rating out of 10, 10 being 


exceptional.


 


1 


 


2


 


 


3


 


 


4


 


 


5


 


 


6


 


 


7


 


 


8


 


 


9


 


 


10
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Chapter Project Checklist



Name: ______________________________ Date:_______________________________



		CULINARY COMPETITION CHECKLIST



		• What are your theme ingredients?

		



		• Does your menu have a theme? What is it?

		



		• Have you decided on 3 dishes for your menu?

• Appetizer:

• Main:

• Dessert:

		



		• Have you located or created recipes for each of your dishes?

		



		• Have you accurately converted your recipes so that you will have a serving for each person?

		



		• Have you listed all of your ingredients both in a conversion table and in a shopping list?

		



		• Have you accurately converted all the ingredient amounts according to the tables?

		



		• If required, have you shown examples of your work?

		



		• Did you design a menu and a recipe booklet using design software or art supplies?

		



		• Does your recipe booklet include

• a recipe for each dish?

• the converted amounts for each recipe?

• a conversion table showing all conversions for your ingredients?

• a shopping list with converted amounts for each of your ingredients?
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Chapter Project Checklist


 


 


Name: ______________________________ Date:_______________________________


 


 


CULINARY COMPETITION CHECKLIST


 


•


 


What are your theme ingredients?


 


 


•


 


Does your menu have a theme? What is it?


 


 


•


 


Have you decided


 


on 3 dishes for your 


menu?


 


• 


Appetizer:


 


• 


Main:


 


• 


Dessert:


 


 


•


 


Have you located or created recipes for 


each of your dishes?


 


 


•


 


Have you accurately converted your recipes 


so that you will have a serving for each 


person?


 


 


•


 


Have you listed all of your 


ingredients both 


in a conversion table and in a shopping list?


 


 


•


 


Have you accurately converted all the 


ingredient amounts according to the tables?


 


 


•


 


If required, have you shown examples of 


your work?


 


 


•


 


Did you design a menu and a recipe booklet 


using


 


design software or art supplies?


 


 


•


 


Does your recipe booklet include


 


• 


a recipe for each dish?


 


• 


the converted amounts for each 


recipe?


 


• 


a conversion table showing all 


conversions for your ingredients?


 


• 


a shopping list with converted 


amounts for each o


f your 


ingredients?
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Chapter Project—Shopping List



Name: ______________________________ Date:_______________________________



		SHOPPING LIST



		

		Total amount of ingredient needed



		Ingredient

		Quantity

		SI mass

		Imperial mass

		SI volume

		Imperial volume
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Name: ______________________________ Date:_______________________________


 


 


SHOPPING LIST


 


 


Total amount of ingredient needed


 


Ingredient


 


Quantity


 


SI mass


 


Imperial mass


 


SI volume


 


Imperial 


volume
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Name :


Teacher : Date :


Score :


Math-Aids.ComGeometry, Measurement & Finance 10


Converting Fahrenheit and CelsiusConverting Fahrenheit and Celsius


1 ) 118
o


 F


2 ) 2
o


 C


3 ) 45
o


 C


4 ) 13
o


 F


5 ) -37
o


 C


6 ) 11
o


 C


7 ) 27
o


 C


8 ) -2
o


 C


9 ) 12
o


 F


10 ) -2
o


 C


11 ) 4
o


 C


12 ) 48
o


 F


13 ) 24
o


 C


14 ) 106
o


 F


15 ) 9
o


 C


16 ) 47
o


 C


17 ) -20
o


 F


18 ) 19
o


 C


19 ) 47
o


 C


20 ) 39
o


 C


21 ) 92
o


 F


22 ) 46
o


 F


23 ) 47
o


 C


24 ) 74
o


 F


25 ) 74
o


 F


26 ) -17
o


 F


27 ) 110
o


 F


28 ) 115
o


 F


29 ) -40
o


 F


30 ) 49
o


 F







Name :


Teacher : Date :


Score :


Math-Aids.ComGeometry, Measurement & Finance 10


Converting Fahrenheit and CelsiusConverting Fahrenheit and Celsius


1 ) 118
o


 F 47.78
o
 C


2 ) 2
o


 C 35.6
o
 F


3 ) 45
o


 C 113
o
 F


4 ) 13
o


 F -10.56
o
 C


5 ) -37
o


 C -34.6
o
 F


6 ) 11
o


 C 51.8
o
 F


7 ) 27
o


 C 80.6
o
 F


8 ) -2
o


 C 28.4
o
 F


9 ) 12
o


 F -11.11
o
 C


10 ) -2
o


 C 28.4
o
 F


11 ) 4
o


 C 39.2
o
 F


12 ) 48
o


 F 8.89
o
 C


13 ) 24
o


 C 75.2
o
 F


14 ) 106
o


 F 41.11
o
 C


15 ) 9
o


 C 48.2
o
 F


16 ) 47
o


 C 116.6
o
 F


17 ) -20
o


 F -28.89
o
 C


18 ) 19
o


 C 66.2
o
 F


19 ) 47
o


 C 116.6
o
 F


20 ) 39
o


 C 102.2
o
 F


21 ) 92
o


 F 33.33
o
 C


22 ) 46
o


 F 7.78
o
 C


23 ) 47
o


 C 116.6
o
 F


24 ) 74
o


 F 23.33
o
 C


25 ) 74
o


 F 23.33
o
 C


26 ) -17
o


 F -27.22
o
 C


27 ) 110
o


 F 43.33
o
 C


28 ) 115
o


 F 46.11
o
 C


29 ) -40
o


 F -40
o
 C


30 ) 49
o


 F 9.44
o
 C
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Section 5.1 Temperature Conversions, Build Your Skills, p299–301 


Student Resource p193–194 


 


Build Your Skills 


 


1. Converting these temperatures all require substituting into the formula C =  ( F − 32 ). 


Have the students write the formula each time they use it and substitute in using brackets 


around the number they are substituting in so as to reduce errors. 


Ground meats:  


If F = 160 


C =  ( F − 32 ) 


C =  [ ( 160 ) − 32 ] 


C =  ( 128 ) 


C =  
C ≈ 71°C 


The steps in subsequent questions are the same. 


Beef (medium rare):  


If F = 145 


C =  ( F − 32 ) 


C =  [ ( 145 ) − 32 ] 


C =  ( 113 ) 


C ≈ 63°C 


Beef (well-done):  


If F = 170 


C =  ( F − 32 ) 


C =  [ ( 170 ) − 32 ] 


C =  ( 138 ) 


C ≈ 77°C 


Chicken:  


If F = 165 


C =  ( F − 32 ) 


C =  [ ( 165 ) − 32 ] 


C =  ( 133 ) 


C ≈ 74°C 


Thus, the internal temperature, measured on the Celsius scale for each of the following, is 


approximately: 


Ground meats: 71°C 


Beef (medium rare): 63°C 


Beef (well-done): 77°C 


Chicken (whole): 74°C 


 







2. Students will use the formula F =  C + 32 for this question. 


If C = 21 


F = C + 32 


F =  ( 21 ) + 32 


F ≈ 70°F 


Mandy will have to modify her asphalt paving mixture if the temperature falls below 70°F. 


Temperature would affect a paving mixture because asphalt becomes more fluid as it is 


heated. 


 


3. Both temperatures must be changed to degrees Celsius as in question 1. Students will 


follow the same steps. 


If F = 105 


C =  ( F − 32 ) 


C =  [ ( 105 ) − 32 ] 


C =  ( 73 ) 


C ≈ 41°C 


If F = −15 


C =  ( F − 32 ) 


C =  [ ( −15 ) − 32 ] 


C =  ( −47 ) 


C ≈ −26°C 


Chan will not have to work if the temperature is above 41°C or below −26°C. 


 


Extension 


After doing these questions involving division by 9, students, especially those who used 


calculators, may have noticed that: 


 = 0.11111… 


 = 0.22222… 


= 0.33333… etc. 


You could use this as a “teachable moment” to discuss number patterns such as those 


involved with the fractions  ,  , , etc. 


 


4. This question is designed so that students realize the difference between temperature and a 


change in temperature. That is, the 230 is a temperature in degrees Celsius and the 10 is a 


change in Celsius degrees. Therefore, they need to use the formula F = C + 32 to change 


230 to degrees Fahrenheit, but they need to use the fact that each Celsius degree is of a 


Fahrenheit degree to determine the value of the ±10. 


If C = 230 


F =  C + 32 


F =  ( 230 ) + 32 


F = 414 + 32 







F = 446°F 


Now, 10 Celsius degrees are equal to: 


F =  ( 10 ) 


F = 18°F 


So, the surface temperature of the crimper is ( 446 ± 18 ) °F. The temperature of the crimper 


is between 428°F and 464°F. 


Note: Students may make the mistake of using the formula F = C + 32 on the 10. Point out 


to them that the “10” here is a number of degrees, not a temperature, so they have to use the 


relationship between the size of the units rather than the formula. 


 


5. a) Answers will vary. 


b) Answers will vary. 


c) If C = 18 


F = C + 32 


F =  ( 18 ) + 32 


F ≈ 64°F 


If C = 22 


F = C + 32 


F =  ( 22 ) + 32 


F ≈ 72°F 


Bev likes to keep her house between 64°F and 72°F. 


 


Extend Your Thinking 


 


6. Here, students will have to realize that at some arbitrary temperature, say x, the reading on 


both thermometers will read the same. Thus, both the F and the C will be replaced by x in 


either formula. 


Method 1 


F = C + 32 


Substitute x for F and C. 


x = x + 32 


Multiply both sides by 5, the lowest common denominator. 


5 ( x ) = 5 ( x + 32 ) 
5x = 9x + 160 


Subtract 9x from each side. 


5x − 9x = 9x + 160 − 9x 


−4x = 160 


Divide both sides by −4. 


 


x = −40 


Method 2 


C =  ( F − 32 ) 


Substitute x for F and C. 







x =  ( x − 32 ) 


9x = 9 [  ( x − 32 ) ] 
9x = 5 ( x − 32 ) 


9x = 5x − 160 


9x − 5x = 5x − 160 − 5x 


4x = −160 


 


x = −40 


Thus, −40°C = −40°F. 
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Section 5.2 Mass in the Imperial System, Build Your Skills, p305–307 


Student Resource p201–203 


 


Build Your Skills 


 


1. a) i. a pat of butter 


b) ii. a small basket of raspberries 


c) iii. blue whale 


 


2. a) pounds 


b) pounds 


c) ounces or for a larger box, pounds 


d) tons 


e) pounds, or pounds and ounces 


f) pounds 


g) tons 


 


3. a) Newborn babies are small and a few ounces is a relatively large portion of their size. 


b) 7 lb 9 oz = (7 × 16) + 9 


7 lb 9 oz = 121 oz 


c) It is easier to visualize that a baby weighs between 7 and 8 pounds than it is to visualize 


115 ounces. 


d) To do the first calculation, students will likely find it easier to use the weight of the baby 


expressed as 121 ounces. 


Weight loss in the first week is expected to be 10% or 0.10 of the birth weight. 


121 × 0.10 = 12.1 oz 


(This would likely be rounded to 12 oz.) 


Thus, after the first week, Dawn can calculate her baby’s expected weight. 


121 − 12 = 109 oz 


Weight gain for the next 4 weeks is expected to be 5 ounces per week. 


5 × 4 = 20 


109 + 20 = 129 oz 


After 5 weeks, Dawn can expect her baby to weigh about 129 oz. 


Change this to pounds and ounces. 


= 8 lb 1 oz 


e) Subtract Johan’s weight at 5 weeks from his birth weight. 


(8 lb 1 oz) − (7 lb 9 oz) = (7 lb 17 oz) − (7 lb 9 oz) = 8 oz, or ½ lb 


Divide the amount of weight Johan gained into his birth weight. 


≈ 0.07 


Johan weighed approximately 0.07 more at 5 weeks than he did at birth. 


f) If he had weighed less at birth, the amount lost during the first week would have been less, 


and his weight gain would have been proportionately more, but if he weighed more at birth it 


would have the opposite effect. 


 


4. First, change the inches to fractions of a foot, recalling from chapter 3 that 1 foot has 12 


inches. It is more accurate to work with fractions than with decimals, which need to be 


rounded. 







8 inches =  = ft 


3 inches =  = ft  


4 inches =  = ft 


Find the volume of the cement using the formula V = l × w × h. 


V = 9 × 7 ×  


Change the mixed numbers to improper fractions. 


V =  


V = or 23 cubic feet. 


The cement weighs 150 lb/cubic foot. Calculate how much the cement in the patio weighs. 


150 × = = 3504 lb or 3504.2 lb 


 


5. a) Petroleum products are the most highly traded commodity. 


b) The farmer sold 25 ft3
 which weighed 35 lb/ft3


 for a total of: 


25 × 35 = 875 lb 


He received $1.35/lb for a total of: 


$1.35 × 875 = $1181.25 


Jean, after roasting, had 25 ft3
 of coffee weighing 27 lb/ft3


 for a total of: 


25 × 27 = 675 lb 


He received $17.95/lb for a total of: 


$17.95 × 675 = $12 116.25 


$12 116.25 − $1181.25 = $10 935.00 


Jean received $10 395.00 more for his coffee than the farmer received. This is almost 10 


times more than the farmer received. 


 


Extend Your Thinking 


 


6. a) Although it doesn’t sound like much, this would be a fair price for coffee beans given 


the cost of living for farmers in the countries that grow beans. 


b) Jean would have paid considerably more for the beans than $1.35/lb because of the 


distributors involved, the cost of transportation, and so on. 


If your students are interested in fair trade, you might have them research fair trade coffee, 


the cost of living, and the living standards of farmers raising coffee, and have them do a 


presentation to the class. 


 


7. Sam forgot to consider the maximum weight that Pete’s truck can carry. Calculate the 


weight of 24 yd3
 of compacted computer paper: 


24 yd3
 × 1310 lb/yd3


  2000 lb/ton = 15.72 tons 


This is almost double what Pete’s truck can carry. Therefore, the number of trips will have to 


be determined by using weight rather than volume. 


105 yd3
 × 1310 lb/yd3


 = 137 550 lb 


137 550 lb  2000 lb/ton = 68.775 tons 


68.775 tons  8 tons = 8.6 loads 


Pete will have to make 9 trips. 
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Student Name: __________________________                                                    Score: 


 


 


Free Math Worksheets @ http://www.mathworksheets4kids.com  


 


 


Workspace 


48 ounces                  = _________ pounds                         


 


4 pounds                   = _________ ounces 


 


1.5 pounds                = _________ ounces                         


 


2 tons                         = _________ pounds 


 


6000 pounds            = _________ tons                         


 


80 ounces                 = _________ pounds 


 


8 pounds                   = _________ ounces                         


 


1.5 tons                     = _________ pounds 


 


64 ounces                 = _________ pounds                         


 


US Metric Units – Weight 







 


Student Name: __________________________                                                    Score: 


 


 


Free Math Worksheets @ http://www.mathworksheets4kids.com  


Answers: 


Workspace 


 


48 ounces                  = 3 pounds                         


 


4 pounds                   = 64 ounces 


 


1.5 pounds                = 24 ounces                         


 


2 tons                          = 4000 pounds 


 


6000 pounds            = 3 tons                         


 


80 ounces                 = 5 pounds 


 


8 pounds                   = 128 ounces                         


 


1.5 tons                     = 3000 pounds 


 


64 ounces                 = 4 pounds                         
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Section 5.3 Mass in the Système International, Build Your Skills, p311–313 


Student Resource p209–210 


 


Build Your Skills 


 


1. a) ii. a penny 


b) i. this textbook 


c) i. a thumbtack 


d) i. a bull 


 


2. a) No. Even a small truck would weigh more than a tonne. 


b) No. A newborn baby weighs 3000 or 4000 grams. 


c) No. A hockey puck weighs considerably less—about 150 to 170 g. 


d) Yes 


e) Yes 


f) Yes 


g) No. One tonne is 1000 kg, which is approximately 2200 lb. 


h) No. A pound is less than half a kilogram. 


 


3. a) 250 mg equals 0.250 g 


0.5 ÷ 0.250 = 2 


You will have to take 2 pills at a time. 


b) Calculate how many pills you will take in 5 days. 


5 × 3 × 2 = 30 pills 


Determine how many mg of penicillin are in 30 pills. 


30 × 250 = 7500 mg 


c) First convert milligrams to grams. 


= 7.5 g 


Then convert grams to kilograms. 


= 0.0075 kg 


 


4. First convert tonnes to kilograms. 


0.5 t × 1000 kg/t = 500 kg 


6% nitrogen: 


Convert 6% to a decimal and determine the amount needed. 


6% = 0.06 


0.06 × 500 = 30 kg 


7% phosphorus: 


0.07 × 500 = 35 kg 


5% potassium: 


0.05 × 500 = 25 kg 


 


5. First determine the volume of the tank. 


V = l × w × h 


V = 3.4 m × 2.5 m × 4.1 m 


V = 34.85 m3
 


Since there are 1000 cm3
 per litre, determine the volume in centimetres. 


1 m3
 = 100 cm × 100 cm × 100 cm 







1 m3
 = 1 000 000 cm3


 


34.85 m3 × 1 000 000 = 34 850 000 cm3
 


Then calculate how many litres this is. This can be done using a proportion. 


 


 


 


1000x = 34 850 000 


 


x = 34 850 L 


Finally, calculate the weight of the air. Air weighs 1.29 g/L. 


34 850 L × 1.29 g/L = 44 956.5 g 


The air in the tank weighs 44 956.5 g or approximately 45 kg. 


 


6. Change 1  lb to kilograms. 


1 lb = 1.25 lb 


1.25 lb ÷ 2.2 lb/kg = 0.568 kg 


0.568 kg × 1000 g/kg = 568 g 


Most students should be able to eliminate some choices (such as 97 g and 124 g) 


immediately. Many students may try to guess-and-check for this question and assume that 


they only buy 2 pieces of Stilton. In this case, they would likely choose 253 g and 398 g for a 


total of 651 g. However, if they choose 398 g, 124 g, and 97 g, they will buy only 619 g. 


 


7. Find the area of 20 sheets of drywall. 


20 × (4′ × 8′)/sheet = 640 ft2
 


Find the weight of 640 ft2
 of drywall. 


640 ft2
 × 1.7 lb/ft2


 = 1088 lb 


Each tile is 6″ by 6″, so 4 tiles are equivalent to 1 ft2. 


480 tiles ÷ 4 tiles/ft2
 = 120 ft2


 


Find the weight of 120 ft2
 of tiles. 


120 ft2
 × 2.4 lb/ft2


 = 288 lb 


Find the total weight of the load. 


1088 lb + 288 lb = 1376 lb 


Find the weight in kilograms. 


1376 lb ÷ 2.2 lb/kg ≈ 625 kg 


 


Extend Your Thinking 


 


8. a) Jupiter is the largest planet, so students will probably guess that they would weigh most 


on Jupiter. 


b) Mercury is the smallest planet, so students will likely suggest that they would weigh least 


on Mercury. 


Have students use the internet (for example 


http://www.onlineconversion.com/weight_on_other_planets.htm) to determine the 


conversion factors for weight on different planets. 
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Chapter 5.4 - Extend Your Thinking #8 p. 217



8. a) Total weight of meat:

(48 lb) + (7 lb 9 oz) + (6 lb 12 oz) + (9 lb 14 oz) + (7 lb 4 oz) + (4 lb) = 81 lb 39 oz

81 lb 39 oz = 83 lb 7 oz, or approximately 83.4375 lb

He paid:

$1.75 + $0.42 = $2.17/lb

His total cost was thus:

83.4375 lb × $2.17 = $181.06								[2 Marks]



b) Cost per kilogram:

$2.17/lb × 2.2 lb/kg = $4.77/kg							[1 Mark]



c) Begin by changing ounces to pounds by dividing by 16.

To change pounds to kilograms, divide by 2.2.						[3 Marks]



Weights of cuts of meat

		Cut of beef

		Weight in pounds and ounces

		Weight in kilograms



		ground beef

		48 lb

		21.8 kg



		chuck roast

		7 lb 9 oz (7.56 lb)

		3.4 kg



		sirloin roast

		6 lb 12 oz (6.75 lb)

		3.1 kg



		grilling steak

		9 lb 14 oz (9.875 lb)

		4.5 kg



		T-bone steak

		7 lb 4 oz (7.25 lb)

		3.3 kg



		stewing meat

		4 lb

		1.8 kg







d) When students check out the prices of the meat in the grocery store, especially if they shopped when meat was on sale, they will probably find that Arduk did not save much, if any, money.

	*In some cases, you do SAVE MONEY if buying from a producer.

											[2 Marks]

http://sobeys.flyercenter.com/flyer/e/7945 

(prime rib roast $4.99/lb;  prime rib steak $5.99/lb;



http://www.atlanticsuperstore.ca/LCLOnline/home.jsp?_requestid=386149

(lean ground beef $2.37/lb;  prime rib roast $4.99/lb; sirloin tip roast $3.99/lb)  



e) Fruits and vegetables can often be purchased directly from the producer. You might even purchase grains and grind your own flour. If you lived in an area where there is sheep farming, you could purchase wool. You could purchase hides and tan leather, and so on…			[1 Mark]



f) The food would often be fresher. Fruits and vegetables, for example, could be picked ripe and not be shipped. The money would be going to the producer and not to the distributor or retailer.  

	*Organic 									[1 Mark]
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Section 5.4 Making Conversions, Build Your Skills, p317–318 


Student Resource p215–217 


 


Build Your Skills 


 


1. Determine the weight of the balls. The box weighs 1 pound, which is 16 ounces. 


The balls weigh 266 oz minus 16 oz, which equals 250 ounces. 


Calculate the weight of one ball. 


250 ÷ 50 = 5 ounces 


1 pound is 454 grams. 


1 oz = 454 ÷ 16 


1 oz ≈ 28.375 g 


5 oz = 5 × 28.375 


5 oz ≈ 141.875 g 


Therefore, each ball weighs approximately 142 g. 


 


2. This question can be used to help students think about the ―reasonable‖ answer—when to 


use exact solutions and when we have to use whole numbers, etc. 


Calculate how many pounds of sugar Hana will need in January. 


25 × 31 = 775 pounds 


 ≈ 352.3 kg 


The sugar comes in 10 kg bags. Calculate what Raj will need to order. 


352.3 ÷ 10 = 35.23 bags 


Since he cannot purchase a partial bag of sugar, Raj will need to order 36 bags. 


  


3. a) Determine the number of square feet in a square metre. 


1 metre = 3.28 feet 


1 square metre = 3.28 × 3.28 


1 square metre = 10.76 square feet 


Determine the pounds per square metre the roof must withstand. 


30 × 10.76 = 322.80 lb/m2
 


2.2 pounds equals 1 kilogram. Calculate the number of kilograms 322.8 pounds is equal to. 


322.80 ÷ 2.2 = 146.73 kilograms 


The roof must be built to withstand 146.73 kilograms of weight per horizontal square metre. 


b) i. There are 18.1 pounds per square foot, and 1700 square feet. Calculate the weight of the 


snow pressing on the roof. 


18.1 × 1700 = 30 770 pounds 


ii. Convert pounds to kilograms. 


30 770 ÷ 2.2 = 13 986.36 kg 


 


4. a) Find the number of millilitres of water. 


355 mL/bottle × 24 bottles/flat × 12 flats = 102 240 mL 


102 240 mL ÷ 1000/L = 102.24 L 


One litre of water weighs one kilogram. 


Therefore, the water weighs 102.24 kg. 


b) 102.24 kg × 2.2 lb/kg ≈ 225 lb 


 


5. a) Calculate the total weight in ounces. 







26 cases × 16 boxes/case × 20 oz/box = 8320 oz 


8320 oz ÷ 16 oz/lb = 520 lb 


b) 520 lb ÷ 2.2 lb/kg ≈ 236.4 kg 


 


6. Find the volume by using the formula. 


V = l × w × h × 0.05 


V = 25 × 15 × 7 × 0.05 


V = 1312.5 


Therefore, the volume is approximately 1312.5 ft3. 


Convert ft3
 to m3. 


1 ft3
 = 0.0283 m3


 


1312.5 ft3
 = 37.14375 m3


 


Multiply this by the conversion factor of 0.778 to find the number of tonnes. 


37.14375 × 0.778 ≈ 28.9 


Multiply this by the conversion factor of 36.744 to find the number of bushels. 


28.9 × 36.744 ≈ 1062 


There are approximately 1062 bushels of wheat in the pile. 


 


7. Find the mass of the piano and two people. 


M = 545 + 90 + 90 


M = 725 kg 


Convert to pounds. 


725 kg × 2.2 lb/kg = 1595 lb 


Jason should have an elevator installed that has at least a 2000 pound capacity. 


 


Extend Your Thinking 


 


8. a) Total weight of meat: 


(48 lb) + (7 lb 9 oz) + (6 lb 12 oz) + (9 lb 14 oz) + (7 lb 4 oz) + (4 lb) = 81 lb 39 oz 


81 lb 39 oz = 83 lb 7 oz, or approximately 83.4 lb 


He paid: 


$1.75 + $0.42 = $2.17/lb 


His total cost was thus: 


83.4 lb × $2.17 = $180.98 


b) Cost per kilogram: 


$2.17/lb × 2.2 lb/kg = $4.77/kg 


c) Begin by changing ounces to pounds by dividing by 16. 


To change pounds to kilograms, divide by 2.2. 


 
Weights of cuts of meat 
Cut of beef Weight in pounds and 


ounces 


Weight in kilograms 


ground beef 48 lb 21.8 kg 


chuck roast 7 lb 9 oz (7.56 lb) 3.4 kg 


sirloin roast 6 lb 12 oz (6.75 lb) 3.1 kg 


grilling steak 9 lb 14 oz (9.875 lb) 4.5 kg 


T-bone steak 7 lb 4 oz (7.25 lb) 3.3 kg 


stewing meat 4 lb 1.8 kg 


 







d) When students check out the prices of the meat in the grocery store, especially if they 


shopped when meat was on sale, they will probably find that Arduk did not save much, if 


any, money. 


e) Fruits and vegetables can often be purchased directly from the producer. You might even 


purchase grains and grind your own flour. If you lived in an area where there is sheep 


farming, you could purchase wool. You could purchase hides and tan leather, and so on. 


f) The food would often be fresher. Fruits and vegetables, for example, could be picked ripe 


and not be shipped. The money would be going to the producer and not to the distributor or 


retailer. 
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Section 5.4 Practice Problems


1. If 1 bushel is approximately 2220 cubic inches, approximately how many bushels of grain are there in a bin that is 8 feet by 8 feet by 4 feet?


2. A truck has a maximum load limit of 5000 kg. Can it safely carry 230 bushels of canola, if the conversion factor is 44.092 bushels/tonne?


3. How many kilograms are in 1 ton?


4. A sign posted in an elevator says “ Maximum capacity 1400 lb.” If the average weight of an adult is 80 kg, how many average-weight adults can the elevator carry?


5. If 1000 cubic centimeters is equivalent to 1 L, how many millimeters will a box that measures 10 cm by 5 cm by 3 cm hold?


6. A hectare (ha) is an area of measure of 10, 000 square meters. How many hectares are there in a field that is 620 m by 380 m?


SOLUTIONS...


1)  About 199 bushels


2) Total weight: 5216 kg.  This is over the limit, so load cannot be safely carried.


3) Approximately 909 kg


4) About 8 adults


5) 150 mL


6) 23.6 ha
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Chapter 5 Mass, Temperature, and Volume, Practise Your New Skills, p319–321 


Student Resource p219–221 


 


Practise Your New Skills 


 


1. Change both temperatures to degrees Celsius using the conversion formula. 


C = ( F − 32 ) 


Substitute 101 in for F. 


C = [(101) − 32 )] 


C = ( 69 ) 


C = 38.3 


Therefore, 101°F is equivalent to 38.3°C . 


Substitute −42 for F. 


C = [(–42) − 32 ] 


C =  ( −74) 


C ≈ −41.1 


Therefore, −42°F is approximately equivalent to −41.1°C. 


Students should notice that the difference between the hottest and the coldest recorded 


temperatures is almost 100 degrees Celsius (or 180 degrees Fahrenheit, although this is not so 


obvious). Therefore, the difference is about equivalent to the difference between the boiling 


and freezing points of water. 


This question could lead to a discussion about why the extremes were recorded so long ago 


or to discussions on global warming. 


 


2. Change degrees Celsius to degrees Fahrenheit using the conversion formula. 


F = C + 32 


Substitute −51.1 for C. 


F =  (−51.1) + 32 


F ≈ −60 


Therefore, the coldest recorded temperature would have been approximately −60°F. 


 


3. a) 1 gallon is approximately 3.79 litres. 


Therefore, 5 gallons is approximately: 


5 × 3.79 ≈ 19 L 


A 5–US gallon pail of water weighs approximately 19 kilograms. 


b) Determine how many cubic centimetres are in 1 cubic metre using the fact that 1 m equals 


100 cm. Volume is given by V = s3
 for a cube. 


V = 100 × 100 × 100 


V = 1 000 000 cm3
 


1 L = 1000 cm3
 


Calculate how many litres are in the cube. 


1 000 000  1000 = 1000 L 


Since each litre weighs 1 kilogram, 1000 litres, equivalent to a m3, weigh 1000 kg. 


 


4. a) There are 20 nickels in a dollar. 







Express $135.65 as nickels. 


$135.65 × 20 = 2713 


Calculate the weight of 2713 nickels. 


2713 × 5 = 13 565 g, or 13.565 kg 


b) $2.00 is 40 nickels. 


40 × 5 g = 200 g 


Therefore, 1 roll weighs 200 g. 


c) Since each roll weighs 200 grams, you would need 5 rolls to make a kilogram. 


1000  200 = 5 


 


5. Determine the total number of cubic feet of flooring. 


½ ÷ 12 =  ft 


180 ft2
 ×  ft = 7½ ft3


 


Method 1 


Determine the weight of cherrywood at 35 lb/ ft3. 


7½ ft3 × 35 lb/ft3
 = 262½ lb 


Calculate the weight of cork at 15 lb/ ft3. 


7½ ft3 × 15 lb/ft3
 = 112½ lb  


Find the difference. 


262½ lb − 112½ lb = 150 lb 


Method 2 


Calculate the difference in weight per cubic foot. 


35 − 15 = 20 lb 


Find the total difference in weight. 


7½ ft3 × 20 lb/ft3
 = 150 lb 


 


6. Working in SI first, convert the weight of the skid to kilograms. 


46.3 lb ÷ 2.2 lb/kg = 21 kg 


Each case contains 6 bottles at 5.38 L/bottle. 


Calculate the total litres of bleach in each case. 


6 × 5.38 = 32.28 L 


Calculate the weight of 32.28 L at 847.5 g/L. 


32.28 × 847.5 = 27 357.30 g/case = 27.36 kg 


Calculate the weight of 48 cases. 


48 × 27.36 kg = 1313.28 kg 


The total weight is the weight of the bleach plus the skid. 


1313.28 + 21 = 1334.28 kg 


Calculate the weight in pounds. 


1334.28 × 2.2 lb/kg = 2935.42 lb 


Students could have changed the kilograms to grams for working through this question. 


 


7. 100 lb/acre × 860 acre = 86 000 lb of nitrogen 


Nitrogen is 82% by weight of the anhydrous ammonia. Therefore, the weight of anhydrous 


ammonia needed is found using proportional reasoning. 


 


Multiply each side by the common denominator, 100x. 







 


82x = 8 600 000 


Divide both sides by 82. 


 


x = 104 878.05 


104 878 lb of anhydrous ammonia are needed. Since 2204 lb equals 1 tonne, you can 


calculate the amount of ammonia in tonnes. 


104 878 lb ÷ 2204 lb/tonne = 47.6 tonnes 


 


8. You could create a type of balance using a sawhorse or some other device as the fulcrum 


and a solid piece of wood or a two-by-four as the arms. 


Place the rock on one end of the two-by-four. Place the cement bags, one at a time, on the 


other end. When the cement balances the rock, count the number of bags and multiply by 20. 


 


9. a) Convert 360 lb into crates. 


360 lb ÷ 30 lb/cr = 12 cr 


Convert crates to cubic feet. 


12 cr × 1.24 ft3/cr = 14.88 ft3
 


Minigoo Fisheries is shipping 14.88 ft3
 of lobster to Massachusetts. 


b) Convert kilograms to pounds. 


60 kg × 2.2 lb/kg = 132 lb 


Calculate the yield by using the ratio 10:5 or 2:1. 


132 lb ÷ 2 = 66 lb 


Minigoo Fisheries will ship 66 lb of frozen lobster meat to Ohio. 


 


Extend Your Thinking 


 


10. To lead students toward this answer, construct a table like the following. 
Ingredient Recipe Lucie’s mix Lucie’s proportion 


must 


New mix 


Beef 18 20 fall  


Pork 20 18 rise  


Potatoes 8 6 rise  


Onion 6 8 fall  


TOTALS 52 52 same  


No ingredient can be reduced in quantity so it must either be increased or left the same.  


What ingredients can be left the same? 


If any ingredient can remain constant, it must be one for which the proportion falls. If beef 


remains constant, then the ratio of beef to onions in the book (18:6) would have to be 20:6  in 


the new mix, but Lucie already has 8 ounces of onion, so this doesn’t work. Therefore, onion 


would have to be the amount that remains unchanged. 


There are 8 oz of onion in the new mix. Since this is  above the book recipe, all other 


ingredients will have to go up by . 


So, Lucie must add 8  oz of pork, 4 oz of beef, and 4  ounces of potatoes. This represents the 


same proportions as the original recipe. 
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CHAPTER 5 - SAMPLE CHAPTER TEST 


 
Name: ______________________________ Date:_______________________________ 


 


Part A: Multiple Choice          


 
Choose the best response to each of the following questions: 


1. Given that the temperature Fahrenheit is 77°, the temperature in Celsius is approximately: 


 


a) 25°    b) 81°    c) 137°   d) 85° 


 


2. Given that the temperature Celsius is 30°, the temperature in Fahrenheit is approximately: 


 


a) −4°    b) 22°    c) 113.5°   d) 86° 


 


3. Forty-five degrees Fahrenheit are approximately how many degrees Celsius? 


 


a) 81    b) 25    c) 6    d) 121 


 


4. A mass of 2.2 tonnes, when stated in pounds, is approximately: 


 


a) 1000   b) 4840   c) 2000   d) 35.2 


 


5. A 10 lb bag of flour weighs approximately how many kilograms? 


 


a) 4.5    b) 0.22   c) 22    d) 16 


 


6. You are planning on carrying a load of bales weighing 7824 lb. How much is this in tons? 


 


a) 489    b) 3.912   c) 7.824   d) 3.556 


 


7. The tonnes to bushels conversion factor for flax is 39.4. How many bushels of flax are 


there in 4.8 tonnes? 


 


a) 8.21    b) 0.12   c) 189.12   d) 10 560 


 


8. The bushels to tonnes conversion factor for oats is 0.0154. How many tonnes of oats are 


there in 350 bushels? 


 


a) 22 727.27   b) 5.39   c) 11 858   d) 0.35 


 


9. The moon has a gravitational force that is approximately 0.165 that of earth’s. If an object 


weighs 200 pounds on earth, what will it weigh on the moon? 


 


a) 15 lb   b) 200 lb   c) 90.91 lb   d) 33 lb 


 


10. Jupiter has a gravitational force that is 2.34 times greater than earth’s. If an object weighs 


100 pounds on earth, what will it weigh on Jupiter? 


 


a) 234 lb   b) 42.74 lb   c) 100 lb   d) 45.46 lb 


 


 







Part B: Fill in the Blanks          


 
Perform the following conversions, writing the answer in the space provided. 


 


11. 5000 g =    kg  16. 1 lb 12 oz =   oz 


 


12. 60 mg =    g  17. 1.6 ton =    lb 


 


13. 3.85 kg =    g  18. 52 oz =    lb    oz 


 


14. 7800 kg =    tonnes  19. 1 tonne =    lb 


 


15. 4 tonnes =    g  20. 8.2 kg =    lb 
 


Part C: Extended Answer          


 
Show all work for full marks. 


21. Oymyakon, a town of about 900 people in eastern Siberia, is so cold that there is no 


running water. It has an average winter temperature of −51°C and has recorded temperatures 


as low as −72°C. What are these in degrees Fahrenheit? 


 


22. a) The fastest temperature drop in the world was recorded in South Dakota when there 


was a drop in temperature of 47° on the Fahrenheit scale in less than 15 minutes. How many 


degrees Celsius was this? 


 


b) South Dakota also recorded the fastest rise in temperature, 27° on the Celsius scale in 


under 2 minutes. How many degrees Fahrenheit was this? 


 


23. A truck has a Gross Vehicle Weight Rating of 2.85 tonnes. The curb weight of the truck 


is 1.75 tonnes and the weight of the driver, passenger, and their belongings is 190 kg. What is 


the maximum weight of the cargo the truck can carry? 


 


24. The mega-grocery store where you work sells items by the box. You are required to stack 


a shelf with boxes of pickles. Each box of pickles contains 12 jars weighing 1 lb 12 oz each. 


a) What is the weight in pounds and ounces of a box of pickles? 


 


b) If the shelf on which you are stacking the boxes can hold 350 pounds, how many boxes of 


pickles can you safely stack on the shelf? 


 


25. When Dale was building his fish pond, he needed a truck to carry away the soil and rocks 


that he dug from the hole. The hole was 2.4 m by 1.9 m by 1.6 m. The weight of the soil and 


rocks averages 112 pounds per cubic foot. (Use: 1 m = 3.3 ft) 


a) What will be the weight, in pounds, of the soil and rocks dug out for the fish pond? 


 


b) If the truck can carry 2.4 tonnes, how many trips must Dale make? 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 







SAMPLE CHAPTER TEST SOLUTIONS 
 


Part A: Multiple Choice          


 
1. a) 


C = ( F − 32 ) 


C = [ ( 77 ) − 32 ] 


C = ( 45 ) 


C =  
C =  


77°F = 25°C 


 


2. d) 


F = C + 32 


F = (30) + 32 


F =  + 32 


F = + 32 


F = 54 + 32 


33°C = 86°F 


 


3. b) C = F 


C =  ( 45 ) 


45 degrees Fahrenheit are approximately 25 degrees Celsius. 


 


4. b) 2.2 t × 1000 kg/t × 2.2 lb/kg = 4840 lb 


 


5. a) 10 lb ÷ 2.2 lb/kg = 4.5 kg 


 


6. b) 7824 lb ÷ 2000 lb/tn = 3.912 tn 


 


7. c) 4.8 t × 39.4 bu/t = 189.12 bu 


 


8. b) 350 bu × 0.0154 t/bu = 5.39 t 


 


9. d) 200 lb × 0.165 = 33 lb 


 


10. a) 100 lb × 2.34 = 234 lb 


 


 


Part B: Fill in the Blanks          


 
11. 5000 g ÷ 1000 g/kg = 5 kg 


 


12. 60 mg ÷ 1000 mg/g = 0.06 g 


 


13. 3.85 kg × 1000 g/kg = 3850 g 


 







14. 7800 kg ÷ 1000 kg/t = 7.8 t 


 


15. 4 t × 1000 kg/t = 4000 kg 


4000 kg × 1000 g/kg = 4 000 000 g 


 


16. 1 lb × 16 oz = 16 oz 


16 oz + 12 oz = 28 oz 


 


17. 1.6 tn × 2000 lb/tn = 3200 lb 


 


18. 52 oz ÷ 16 oz/lb = 3.25 lb 


0.25 lb × 16 oz/lb = 4 oz 


3 lb 4 oz 


 


19. 1 t = 2200 lb 


 


20. 8.2 kg × 2.2 lb/kg = 18.04 lb 


 


Part C: Extended Answer          


 


21. Use the formula F = C + 32. 


Convert −51°C to degrees Fahrenheit. 


F = (−51) + 32 


F = 
–


+ 32 


F = 
–


 + 32 


F = −92 + 32 


−51°C = −60°F 


Convert −72°C to degrees Fahrenheit. 


F =  (−72) + 32 


F = 
–  + 32 


F = 
–


 + 32 


F = −130 + 32 


−72°C = −98°F 


 


22. a) Each degree Fahrenheit is  of a degree Celsius. 


× 47 =  


= 26° on the Celsius scale 


b) Each degree Celsius is  degrees Fahrenheit. 


× 27 =  


= 48.6° on the Fahrenheit scale. 


 


 


 


 


 







23. The GVWR of the truck in kilograms is 2850. 


The curb weight is 1750 kilograms. 


The extra weight is 190 kg. 


Therefore, the weight of truck, driver, passenger, and belongings is 1750 plus 190, which 


equals 1940 kg. 


Calculate the maximum cargo the truck can carry. 


2850 − 1940 = 910 kg 


 


24. a) Since each box contains twelve 1-pound 12-ounce bottles, calculate the weight of each 


box. 


12 (1 lb 12 oz) = 12 lb 144 oz 


Change 144 oz to lb by dividing by 16. 


144 oz ÷ 16 oz/lb = 9 lb 


12 + 9 = 21 lb 


A box of pickles weighs 21 lb. 


b) Find the number of boxes it is safe to stack by dividing 350 by 21. 


= 16.7 boxes 


It is safe to stack 16 boxes on the shelf. 


Seventeen boxes would be too heavy and the shelf might break. 


 


25. a) Change the metres to feet using the supplied conversion factor. 


2.4 m: 


2.4 m × 3.3 ft/m = 7.92 ft 


1.9 m: 


1.9 m × 3.3 ft/m = 6.27 ft 


1.6 m: 


1.6 m × 3.3 ft/m = 5.28 ft 


Find the volume of the hole using the formula V = l × w × h. 


V = 7.92 × 6.27 × 5.28 


V = 262.2 ft3
 


Find the weight of the soil and rocks. 


262.2 ft3
 × 112 lb/ft3


 = 29 366.40 lb 


b) Change tonnes to kilograms by multiplying by 1000. 


2.4 tonnes × 1000 kg/tonne = 2400 kg 


Change kg to pounds by multiplying by 2.2. 


2400 kg × 2.2 lb/kg = 5280 lb 


Find the number of trips by dividing the weight of the soil and rocks by 5280. 


29 366.40 ÷ 5280 = 5.6 


He must make 6 trips. 
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